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ABOUT THE PROGRAM

88% of people leave work each day feeling that they work for an
organization that doesn’t listen to or care about them. How can your

company differentiate yourself from this trend and create true sustainable

competitive advantage?

Based on his book, From the Heart, this program is your guide to building

a heart-based culture with a foundation of compassion and empathy.
From the Heart gives you a formula for creating this advantage, by using

traits that anyone can develop, but that many have chosen not to. Using 8

Heart-Based Principles, real world examples, and action steps, From the
Heart gives you a roadmap for driving success in your organization by

building a culture of compassion and empathy.

The program can be delivered in person or virtually, and is available in a

one-hour presentation, or in a four- or eight-hour workshop format.

WHAT I STAND FOR

• Living with compassion and empathy, doing the right thing by people
and being there for those in need

• Individuality, the uniqueness that makes us all who we are. People do

not fit in “boxes”

• Challenging the status quo, being a rebel. Using imagination to discover

a better way, having the nimbleness to change direction, and the
courage to accept and learn from failure

• The power of positive energy, bringing passion and purpose to what I do,

and having fun in the process.

HELPING BUSINESSES AND PEOPLE THRIVE IN HIGH PERFORMANCE ENVIRONMENTS

For over two decades, Wade Thomas has 
served as a strategic talent executive who 
guides leaders to develop and shape 
organizations from the perspective of high-
performance management coupled with 
compassion and empathy.

Wade’s approach has helped businesses solve 
critical issues based on skillsets, attitudes and 
actions of people—the essential ingredient 
for building a sustainable competitive 
advantage. Wade’s formula for success is 
founded on building a culture of compassion 
and empathy which has proven to drive 
business success for hundreds of 
organizations.

As the founder and CEO of Aim to Win, Wade 
has coached and consulted with hundreds of 
leaders who are now practicing the principles 
of bringing out the best in high performing 
individuals and teams, so that they are 
equipped to achieve organizational 
excellence and business growth. 

Wade resides in Phoenix, Arizona with his 
family and gets invigorated by taking in a 
game of soccer, playing a round of golf, or 
hiking the local foothills. 
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